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This guide provides an overview of new features and enhancements for Blackbaud NetCommunity 6.64
Maintenance Release. For information about how to install or update to this version, see the Infinity Platform
Installation and Upgrade Guide.
Note: You must use The Raiser’s Edge 7.93 or higher to integrate with Blackbaud NetCommunity 6.64. For
Support assistance, create a case on Case Central.
Note: You must use The Education Edge 7.84 or higher with The Raiser’s Edge 7.93 or higher to integrate with
Online Campus Community 6.64. For Support assistance, create a case on Case Central.

reCAPTCHA Instructional Text
The default field label that appears for the image prompt on payment and new user registration forms that
include reCAPTCHA images is changed. Previously, the label instructed users to "type the two words" shown in
the reCAPTCHA image. Now, the text instructs them to "enter the text" since the images typically include
characters that do not form words.
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To change the new default message, navigate to the Language tab on the parts that include reCAPTCHA. Next,
select the reCAPTCHA category and update the text in the Image prompt row.
The row is available for these parts:
l

Donation Form

l

Payment

l

Payment 2.0

l

User Login

Email
The following Email enhancements are available. For more information, refer to the Email Guide.

Help Text in Messages
New help text is available for the Send after date field in Messages to explain that after you click Send final, the
website does not process the email until the date and time you enter in the field. It also explains that if you delete
the email before that date, the program does not process it and does not send it to recipients.
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Block Sending Email Messages and Scheduled Email
Your System Administrator can now use the BlockAllEmails and BlockScheduledEmails settings to prevent
inadvertently sending email messages and scheduled email from a test environment. To do this, you must add
<add key="BlockAllEmails" value="True" /> and <add key="BlockScheduledEmails" value="True" /> to the
appSetting node in the web.config file. By default these settings do not appear in the file, and the default
behavior is False.
Tip: The BlockScheduledEmails setting only blocks emails sent from the Email, Scheduled emails functional
area. It does not block scheduled emails set to send when you use the Send after date field in Messages.
If Blackbaud Hosts your website and you want to request an update to your web.config file, contact Customer
Support by creating a case on Case Central.
Note: With this change, the ProcessCMSEmail.BusinessProcess.vb file has been updated for the Process CMS
Email Business Process in The Raiser's Edge.

NetCommunity Page in The Raiser's Edge
The following enhancement to the NetCommunity page in The Raiser's Edge is available. For more information,
refer to the Blackbaud NetCommunity & The Raiser's Edge Integration Guide.

Membership Transactions
The Membership Transactions screen now matches the screens that appear for other transaction types on the
NetCommunity page in The Raiser's Edge.
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Previously, the screen included a different format.

This change creates consistency so you can use the same process for all transactions you add to your database.

Pages & Templates Enhancements
Updates in Pages & templates allow you to more efficiently search for pages and work with their parts.

Search Filters
To help you quickly find the pages you need, new search filters are available. From the Search tab, you can use
the new My content or Filter by template options to narrow the results to pages you created or that use a
specific template.
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Also, when you search for parts to insert on pages, the My content filter is available so you can limit the list to
the parts you created.

Additional Copy Part Option
You can now copy parts from the Page content tab when you highlight a page in the list of pages. This change
reduces the number of clicks required to copy parts when you navigate to them from the list of pages.
Previously, you had to edit the pages to copy them or copy them from Parts.
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New Sort Options
You can now use Page name or the new Last modified column to sort the list of pages. These changes help you
to quickly find the pages you need.
Note: When you sort the list, the pages appear in ascending order. Pages that begin with the letter A, or include
the oldest changes, appear at the top of the list.

Parts
The following Parts enhancements are available.

Search Filter
To help you quickly find the parts you need, a new search filter is available. From the Search tab, you can use the
new My content option to narrow the results to parts that you created.
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Middle Name Field
The Donation Form, Payment, and Payment 2.0 parts now include the Middle name field under Additional
fields.
Note: This change satisfies the Canadian Revenue Agency's requirements for donation receipts.

Users & Security
The following Users & security enhancement is available.
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Site Administrators Filter for Users
Now when you use filters in Users, you can identify the people who are site administrators. Previously, you could
only filter by the roles you added to your website. This change helps you quickly identify people with
administrative access when you need to change rights, such as when a person is no longer employed by your
organization.

Maintenance Changes
Blackbaud NetCommunity version 6.64 includes these changes.

Maintenance Release (Patch 12, July 2015)
The following client facing changes were implemented in the 6.64 Maintenance Release.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

An issue that caused sign-up requests you exported from the NetCommunity page inThe Raiser's Edge to
not include all of the biographical fields no longer occurs. The issue occurred when the requests were
exported in CSV format.
An issue with date attributes on the Donation Form and Event Registration Form (Classic) parts on a
Blackbaud NetCommunity web page no longer occurs. When you process these to The Raiser's Edge, the
program now changes the format to a short date so the transactions download successfully.
When a donation web page uses culture settings set to display date formats as dd/mm/yyyy, this fix
eliminates the message 'String was not recognized as a valid DateTime' that potentially occurred when the
page included a date attribute field.
An issue with decimal amounts for international customers who use the Membership Form part no longer
occurs. Membership prices now display and process correctly. Previously, amounts that included a
decimal were multiplied by 100.
An issue with decimal amounts for international customers who use the Event Registration Form (Classic)
part no longer occurs. When a website user progresses through the event steps from the part on a web
page, amounts that include a decimal are no longer multiplied by 100. With this fix, amounts accurately
reflect the exact amount the user entered and also process correctly to The Raiser's Edge.
An issue that caused registrants to appear twice on an event record in The Raiser’s Edge when they
entered spaces at the end of the First Name field on the Event Registration Form no longer occurs.
An issue that caused an error to appear when you attempted to send emails to large recipient lists no
longer occurs. This issue occurred after you upgraded to the 6.64 version of the product.
An issue that prevented the Volunteer Opportunity part from processing volunteer transactions to batch
in The Raiser's Edge no longer occurs.
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l
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When a donation web page uses a language that has a comma for the currency separator, the donation
amount is no longer incorrect. This fix corrects the actual donation amount and format on the web page.
The amounts are also now correct for acknowledgements and receipt emails. However, they display using
the United States currency format (addressed in 509641). If you have a customization for currency values
with periods, please be aware there may be an impact to the web page when you view it in a different
language.
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